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ABSTRACT 
 Variables potentially affecting industrial member retention for Industry/University 
Cooperative Research Centers (I/UCRCs) were investigated.  Multiple years of survey data 
collected by the I/UCRC Evaluation Project at North Carolina State University were used, 
specifically from the annual Process/Outcome Survey (POS) and Structural Information Report 
(SIR) completed by the industrial members and center administrators, respectively.  Industrial 
member responses to the POS were used to identify if intent to renew membership is predicted 
by variables such as member benefits.  Center structural characteristics reported by the SIR were 
used to identify if membership retention can be predicted by variables such as funding and center 
age.  Perceived member benefits were found to predict intent to renew membership.  
Membership retention for a given center was found to be predicted by whether a center is 
charged indirect fees by their university on membership fees, the number of center research sites, 
additional industry funding, and center age.  Practical suggestions for member retention for 
I/UCRCs are discussed, as well as suggestions for enhancing POS and Center Director Survey 
designs.
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 
In 2014, NASA adopted a breakthrough technology estimated to save the space industry 
more than $20 million (Scott, 2014).  The CHREC Space Processor (CSP) is licensed and sold 
by Space Micro, a private company.  However, this advanced space computing technology was 
developed through a collaboration of academic researchers and other industrial organizations 
(Center for High-Performance Reconfigurable Computing, n.d.).  This collaboration was made 
possible by a unique research partnership between NASA, Space Micro, and a university-based 
research consortium, in this case the Center for High-Performance Reconfigurable Computing 
(CHREC).  CHREC is a National Science Foundation (NSF) Industry/University Cooperative 
Research Center (I/UCRC).  In the organizational model of I/UCRCs, NASA and Space Micro 
are "industrial members" of CHREC, and work with "university partners," such as the University 
of Florida and Virginia Tech.  I/UCRC membership benefits both industry members and 
university partners through knowledge exchange and technological advancement. 
The benefits of I/UCRC membership seem clear to industry members such as NASA and 
Space Micro.  However, CHREC has an industry membership retention rate of only 58% -- 118 
organizations have joined and 50 have left over the lifetime of the center (Gray, McGowen, & 
Michaeis, 2015).  Why did these organizations leave and why did others stay?  The goal of the 
present study is to expand on existing research about the influence of an important determinant 
of the long-term success and sustainability of I/UCRCs: membership retention. 
I/UCRC Program 
The I/UCRC Program is a long-standing NSF-sponsored program with significant 
influence in the public, private, and non-profit sectors.  The program was developed in the 1970s 
to build long-term, collaborative relationships between industry and academia (Gray & Walters, 
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1998).  Prior to the I/UCRC Program, industry and academia relationships existed through 
industry/university (I/U) linkage mechanisms (e.g., affiliations, institutions, centers).  These 
tended to be one-sided relationships, in the favor of either the university faculty member 
performing the research or the industrial organization that requested a solution to a specific 
problem, characteristically devoid of collaboration.  The I/UCRC Program established a model to 
offer mutually beneficial collaborations through knowledge exchange and technological 
advancements (Gray et al., 1998; Roessner, Ailes, Feller, & Parker, 1998). 
The I/UCRC Program is expansive, providing both monetary and non-monetary support 
to centers.  In 2014, the program contributed over $16 million to 66 centers (Gray et al., 2015).  
It supported 103 universities; 998 faculty; 2,128 students; and 1,177 companies, government 
agencies, and non-profit organizations. 
The I/UCRC Program bridges the gap between industry and academia by producing 
collaborative, industrial-relevant, yet fundamental, research.  Many industrial organizations do 
not have the expertise or resources to conduct the fundamental research that leads to foundational 
advancements in industry.  While industry performs an estimated 70% of U.S. R&D, only 17% 
of fundamental research is performed by industry (National Science Board, 2014).  Similarly, 
many academic researchers do not have the industrial experience to project long-term industry 
needs and develop applicable research.  Academia performs only 20% of U.S. applied research 
and 2% of development (National Science Board, 2014).  Through collaborative research, 
industries gain and maintain a competitive position in the global marketplace, while researchers 
and universities increase research output, leading to intellectual property and technology transfer. 
The structure and funding of the I/UCRC Program serve as a model for other research 
centers, government agencies, and non-profit organizations (I/UCRC Model Partnerships, n.d.).  
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A research center in the I/UCRC model is developed and operated at the university level with 
faculty serving in administrative roles.  For-profit, non-profit, and government organizations join 
the center as industrial members and take an active role in the center administration, with a 
representative from each organization serving on the center Industrial Advisory Board (IAB).  
The IAB identifies industry needs and determines which research projects to fund.  This 
collaborative model supports effective and efficient R&D processes among and between the 
public and private sectors (I/UCRC Model Partnerships, n.d.). 
The collaborative relationship of I/UCRCs provides numerous benefits for both industry 
and academia.  While the focus is on fundamental, precompetitive research, projects often 
expand into member-specific applied research leading to the development of licensable products.  
While many projects are member-specific, the intellectual property and commercializable 
products developed by I/UCRCs are available to all industrial members in a given center.  In 
2014, the I/UCRC Program reported 1,524 publications, 163 invention disclosures, 61 patent 
applications, 30 software copyrights, 22 patents, 12 licensing agreements, 7 royalties realized, 
and 6 spinoff companies (Gray et al., 2015).  Another benefit to industry is access to future 
workforces.  I/UCRCs trained 2,128 students (1,093 PhD, 531 MS, and 504 undergraduates) and 
185 students (88 PhD, 64 MS, and 33 undergraduates) were hired by industrial member 
organizations. 
I/UCRCs operate through a leveraged funding model with base funding from the I/UCRC 
Program.  Proposed centers are awarded an initial five-year grant (Phase I) and eligible for two 
additional five-year grants (Phase II and III).  Remaining funding comes from membership fees 
and external funding sources.  Membership fees exceed I/UCRC Program funding by 10-15 
times (I/UCRC Model Partnerships, n.d.).  This funding model relies on establishing increased 
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funding from private and other public sources when federal funding ends or becomes limited.  In 
general, the funding issues faced by I/UCRCs are potentially applicable to any membership-
based organization. 
I/UCRCs face many challenges such as research competition, leadership, and competing 
stakeholders.  I/UCRCs are competing with industry in-house R&D, as well as general 
university-contracted research (Gray et al., 1998).  In 2011, the business sector funded almost $2 
billion in university-performed fundamental research, compared to around $12 billion spent on 
in-house and/or contracted fundamental research (National Science Board, 2014).  Leadership 
can be a challenge with faculty serving as center directors and dividing their time between center 
administration, research, teaching, and other activities.  Center leaders have the additional 
challenge of balancing competing stakeholders.  Cultural differences exist between industry and 
academia, as well as among industrial organizations.  Leaders must understand these differences 
and foster a common center culture.  I/UCRCs also face funding and university support 
challenges, which will be elaborated on further when membership retention is discussed. 
The end goal of the I/UCRC Program is to have successful, self-sustaining centers 
supported by membership fees in addition to universities, state, and other non-NSF federal 
funding sources.  However, the typical I/UCRC receives minimal funding from university, state, 
and other non-NSF federal sources.  If I/UCRCs are going to survive beyond the NSF funding 
period, they need to understand more about what predicts success. 
Membership 
Membership is crucial to I/UCRCs.  Membership fees are the primary source of revenue 
for NSF-funded I/UCRCs, averaging 47% of total funding over the years 2006-07 to 2011-12 
(sd=20%, range=[7%, 100%], Gray, 2008-2013).  (See Figure 1 for a complete funding source 
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breakdown.)  NSF-funded I/UCRCs must maintain a minimum level of funding from 
membership fees and a minimum number of members annually to retain their NSF I/UCRC 
grant, and ultimately their status as an active NSF I/UCRC (National Science Foundation, n.d.).  
The minimum requirements range from $300k to $400k and 6-8 members per site depending on 
center type (single-site or multi-site center) and grant phase (I, II, or III).  The minimum level of 
funding assumes an annual membership fee of $50,000.  However, 59% of centers operate with a 
primary membership fee below $50,000 (Gray et al., 2015). 
With membership fees directly supporting research projects, fewer members means less 
funding for research projects, which could lead to less incentive for faculty to do research 
through the center over general university-contracted research.  With the reliance on membership 
fees to support research projects, and, ultimately, the conclusion of the I/UCRC Program base 
funding period, NSF is encouraging established centers to increase membership fees and new 
centers to operate with membership fees of $50,000.  This can be a challenge for established 
centers as members expect to receive increased benefits with increased funding.  Similarly, new 
centers have the added challenge of persuading organizations to commit to a new center at a 
much higher cost.  Therefore, regular and sustained membership is crucial to the I/UCRC 
Program goal of producing successful, self-sustaining centers (Gray et al., 1998). 
Research on collaborative research centers in general has focused on why industrial 
organizations participate in collaborative relationships and the perceived benefits received from 
these relationships.  Roessner, Ailes, Feller, and Parker (1998) identified knowledge exchange as 
the primary reason organizations participate in collaborative research, as well as the most 
frequently reported benefit (84%) of the collaboration.  Roessner et al. compared the expected 
versus realized benefits of industrial membership in NSF Engineering Research Centers (ERCs).  
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They used survey data from 355 organizations active in an ERC between 1994-1995, along with 
interview data from roughly 20 of the survey respondents.  They also found technological 
advancement, faculty expertise, and access to students as motivators to join; however, these 
benefits were less frequently reported.  Feller, Ailes, and Roessner (2002) used the data collected 
by Roessner et al. (1998) to identify factors that influence perceived benefits and found that 
research relevance was the most important factor influencing perceived level of benefits.  Feller 
et al. also investigated perceived economic benefits and concluded that most organizations do not 
assess economic benefits due to the complexity of placing a monetary value on benefits such as 
knowledge exchange. 
Santoro and Chakrabarti (2001) classified three types of organizations – collegial, 
targeted, and aggressive players – to determine which organizations are likely to participate in 
collaborative relationships, their anticipated level of involvement in the relationship, and the 
outcomes they expect from the relationship.  The study used survey and interview data from 189 
organizations involved in ERCs, I/UCRCs, and non-federal university research centers.  Santoro 
et al. identified large organizations with long-term strategic objectives as collegial players with 
less involvement and a focus on knowledge exchange.  Small organizations with short-term 
objectives are identified as targeted players with more involvement and a focus on core 
technological advancements. Organizations with both short-term and long-term objectives are 
identified as aggressive players with the greatest level of involvement and a focus on both core 
and non-core technological advancements.  Twenty percent of respondents were collegial 
players, 46% were targeted players, and 32% were aggressive players. 
Hayton, Sehili, and Scarpello (2010) found industry concentration was the greatest inter-
organizational predictor of an organization’s decision to join a collaborative research center.  
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They tested ten hypotheses related to resource dependence theory, market focus theory, and 
strategic behavior models.  They used survey data for 503 publicly traded organizations with 
continuous R&D expenditures.  The data were collected between 1984 and 1996.  Only twenty-
one percent of respondents were members of a collaborative research center.  They also found 
that industry type (complimentary or substitute products) and technological opportunities predict 
decision to join. 
Rivers (2010) found perceived center factors and sub-organizational factors to influence 
the decision to join a university-based cooperative research center (CRC).  Rivers looked at 
network-based relationships within organizations in an effort to identify the decision maker and 
other factors that influence industry decision to join a CRC.  Rivers used survey data collected 
from 97 prospective industry members.  Sixty-eight of the respondents joined a CRC.  While this 
research is important for determining which organizations to target with regards to recruitment 
efforts, it is more resource-intensive to get new members than to keep current members. 
Membership Retention 
Membership retention is important because it requires fewer resources than recruiting 
new members.  However, in practice membership retention is found to be a challenge with a life-
time membership retention rate of 66% for NSF-sponsored I/UCRCs in 2014 (Gray et al., 2015).  
Therefore, there is a considerable chance that a given member will not be retained.  I/UCRCs are 
complex organizations facing many challenges as they balance competing stakeholder 
relationships (i.e., industrial members, researchers, and university administration) (Davis & 
Bryant, 2010).  Cultural differences between industry and academia exist, with industry being 
driven by the market and academia being driven by scholarly needs.  Additionally, I/UCRCs face 
the challenge of competition between industrial members within the center, regardless of the 
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precompetitive nature of I/UCRC research.  Therefore, it is important to understand what center-
controllable factors influence membership retention. 
Factors Influencing Retention 
Gray, Lindblad, and Rudolph (2001) attempted to identify factors that influence industrial 
members to renew their membership in I/UCRCs by looking at organizational, administrative, 
research, and outcome variables.  They used survey data collected in 1996 from 249 industrial 
members representing 39 centers about membership renewal, member benefits, organizational 
processes, and structural characteristics.  Gray et al. concluded that membership retention can be 
influenced by member benefits, specifically professional networking (i.e., how participation in 
the center enhanced student recruitment and improved cooperation with other scientists and/or 
members), and organizational processes, specifically satisfaction with relevance of research and 
satisfaction with administrative quality (e.g., communications, research planning and 
management, fund raising, or intellectual property management).  Gray et al. concluded that 
structural characteristics (e.g., center age, number of research sites, staff size, or funding), 
technical benefits to members, and quality of research do not influence the intent to renew 
membership. 
Intra-organizational and economic.  Intra-organizational (e.g., restructuring) and 
economic (e.g., recession) factors exist that influence organizations’ membership in I/UCRCs.  
Gray, McGowen, and DeYoung-Winstead (2011) conducted case studies on four failed I/UCRCs 
in an effort to identify intra-organizational and economic challenges to I/UCRC success.  They 
found that one of the four failed I/UCRCs lost at least nine members over a two-year period due 
to an economic downturn.  Gray et al. suggests there is little I/UCRCs can do to influence intra-
organizational and economic factors, but I/UCRCs can influence center organizational factors. 
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Project involvement.  Roessner et al. (1998) found that project involvement was 
correlated with perceived member benefits and that those industry partners who are less involved 
reported limited benefits.  Santoro and Chakrabarti (1999) found that industry champions predict 
the success of industry-university relationships. 
Satisfaction with research.  Roessner et al. (1998) suggest that members realize the 
greatest benefits when the research foci of the center and the organization align.  Feller et al. 
(2002) found that research relevance was the most important factor influencing the perceived 
level of benefits.  Gray et al. (2001) concluded that membership retention could be predicted by 
relevance of research to an organization’s needs. 
Membership benefits.  Member benefits serve as incentives for organizations to join 
I/UCRCs, and provide benefits such as knowledge exchange and access to technical innovations 
(Roessner et al., 1998).  Gray et al. (2001) concluded that professional networking, a perceived 
member benefit, could predict membership retention.  However, Gray concluded that technical 
benefits (R&D and commercialization) did not influence intent to renew membership.  As 
previously mentioned, Feller et al. (2002) found that research relevance was the most important 
factor influencing the perceived level of benefits. 
Administrative operations.  Gray et al. (2001) concluded that membership retention could 
be predicted by satisfaction with administrative operations.  Feller et al. (2002) identified 
responsiveness to company needs and level of communication/contact with firm participants as 
being highly ranked by half of respondents as an important factor of level of benefits.  Santoro 
and Chakrabarti (2001) found similar results about communication. 
Organization size.  While this isn’t controlled by the center, centers could be more 
selective about the members they choose to recruit and how they go about maintaining members.  
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Santoro et al. (2001) classified organizations into three types based on level of interaction, 
outcomes, organization size, and strategic objectives — collegial, aggressive, and targeted – and 
suggested centers could use this information to influence interactions with prospective and 
current members.  Gray et al. (2001) concluded that the size of an organization did not influence 
membership retention. 
Leadership commitment.  While all center stakeholders (industrial members and faculty 
researchers) assist in recruiting members, the responsibility generally falls on the center director 
and site directors.  Craig, Hess, McGinnis, and Gray (2009) identified leadership as the key to 
university-based cooperative research center survival and found that obtaining resources (both 
monetary and non-monetary) was the single most important leadership quality, as reported by 
91% of respondents.  Gray et al. (2011) found that more mature centers failed as a result of 
ineffective leadership. 
Institutional support.  Universities support I/UCRCs by relieving directors of teaching 
and other duties, providing administrative support and facilities, reducing indirect costs on 
membership fees, among other initiatives.  Gray et al. (2011) found that younger centers failed as 
a result of minimal support from universities. 
The goal of the present study is to investigate what industrial member perceptions predict 
intent to renew membership and what structural characteristics predict membership retention.  
Specifically, two hypotheses are addressed.  First, it is hypothesized that intent to renew 
membership is positively associated with project involvement, satisfaction with research, 
perceived benefits of membership, satisfaction with administrative operations, and size of 
organization; the null hypothesis is that intent to renew membership is not associated with any of 
these predictors.  Furthermore, it is hypothesized that membership retention is positively 
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associated with leadership and institutional support; the null hypothesis is that membership 
retention is not associated with either leadership or institutional support.  
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CHAPTER 2:  METHOD 
There has been little research on membership retention in I/UCRCs; however, NSF has 
sponsored the collection of data that could be useful.  The NSF-sponsored I/UCRC Evaluation 
Project at North Carolina State University collects data on I/UCRCs annually to assist the NSF 
I/UCRC Program in objectively evaluating industrial member satisfaction; the effect of I/UCRC 
outcomes related to research and development, intellectual property, commercialization, and 
human capital; and the self-sustainability of I/UCRCs (I/UCRC Evaluation Primer, 2012).  The 
I/UCRC Evaluation Project collects data using three survey instruments – the Industry 
Process/Outcomes Survey (POS), the Faculty Process/Outcomes Survey, and the Center Director 
Survey.  Data have been collected using the Center Director Survey since 1986 and the 
Process/Outcomes Surveys since 1990.  Data are collected in the fall to cover the previous year.  
Survey results are published by the I/UCRC Evaluation Project. 
Data Collection 
Industry Process/Outcome Survey.  The I/UCRC Evaluation Project was contacted and 
asked to provide POS data from reporting years 2006-07 through 2010-11.  The data were coded 
for two versions of the POS questionnaire, the current version and the 2007-2011 version.  The 
code order followed the current version of the questionnaire.  The data were cleaned to recode 
non-responses and to follow the coding and order of the 2007-2011 questionnaire.  The 
questionnaire containing the codebook for 2007-2011 was retrieved from the I/UCRC Evaluation 
Project website (I/UCRC Evaluation Project, n.d.). 
In the fall of each data collection year, the industry representative and other industry 
members for each industrial member organization were invited to complete the POS.  The POS 
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was distributed, collected, and compiled by I/UCRC-assigned center evaluators.  Center 
evaluators submitted the data to the I/UCRC Evaluation Project for further compilation. 
Respondents represented an average of 89% of active centers over the time period.  Fifty-
nine percent of respondents were from large (>500 employees) for-profit organizations; 19% 
were from small (<500 employees) for-profit organizations; and 19% were from non-profit 
organizations or government agencies.  Organization size and type were not reported by 3% of 
industrial participants. 
Structural Information Report.  Data from an I/UCRC Evaluation Project report – the 
Structural Information Report (SIR) – were retrieved from the I/UCRC Evaluation Project 
website for reporting years 2006-07 through 2011-12 (I/UCRC Evaluation Project, 2008-2013).  
The data were manually entered into a spreadsheet. 
In the fall of each data collection year, center directors from current NSF-funded 
I/UCRCs were asked to complete the Center Director Survey (CDS).  The CDS was distributed, 
collected, and compiled by the I/UCRC Evaluation Project.  The CDS data were published in the 
SIR. 
Measures 
Industry Process/Outcomes Survey 
The POS consisted of 13 questions, with some questions composed of sub-items, focused 
on the center research program, member benefits, administrative operations, and a general 
evaluation of the center.  The following six variables of interest were identified to determine 
what member perceptions predict intent to renew membership. 
Intent to renew.  Intent to renew was measured by the score on the Membership Renew 
question, with higher scores implying greater intent to renew.  The question asked, “Will your 
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organization renew its membership?"  Responses were scored on a five-point scale ranging from 
“definitely not” (-2), to “uncertain” (0), to “definitely yes” (2). 
Project involvement.  Interest in research projects was measured by score on the Research 
Projects question, with higher scores implying greater interest.  The question asked, “What 
percentage of center research projects do you take an active interest in?"  Responses were made 
on a five-point scale and scored accordingly, from “0-19%” (1), to “40-59%” (3), to “80-100%” 
(5). 
Satisfaction with research program.  Satisfaction with the center research program was 
measured by a sum of the scores on the four Research Program sub-questions, with higher scores 
implying greater satisfaction.  The question set stem asked, “During the past year, how satisfied 
were you with the following features of the center’s research program?”  Features of the research 
program included quality, breadth, focus, and relevance.  Responses for each of the four items 
were scored on a five-point scale ranging from “not satisfied” (0), to “somewhat satisfied” (2), to 
“very satisfied” (4); combined scores for satisfaction with the research program ranged from 0 to 
16. 
Member benefits.  Member benefits were measured by a sum of the scores on the three 
Member Benefits sub-questions, with higher scores implying greater benefits.  The question set 
stem asked, “During the past year, to what extent has participation in the center contributed to 
the following benefits for your organization?”  Benefits included research and development 
(technical awareness, accelerated projects, development of intellectual property), 
commercialization (improved products/processes/services/sales), and professional networking 
(student recruitment, increased cooperation with individuals external to the member’s 
organization).  Responses were scored on a five-point scale ranging from “no impact” (0), to 
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“moderate impact” (2), to “very high impact” (4); combined scores for member benefits ranged 
from 0 to 12. 
Satisfaction with administrative operations.  Satisfaction with administrative operations 
was measured by score on the Administrative Operations question, with higher scores implying 
greater satisfaction.  The question asked, “During the past year, how satisfied were you with 
center administrative operations?"  Responses were scored on a five-point scale from “not 
satisfied” (0), to “somewhat satisfied” (2), to “very satisfied” (4). 
Organization size.  Respondents were asked the type and size of the organization (for 
profit-large, for profit-small, non-profit/government). 
Structural Information Report 
The SIR included metrics on center structure, funding, industry membership, human 
resources, center director characteristics, and outcomes.  Twenty-one variables were used to 
determine what structural characteristics predict membership retention.  Six particular variables 
of interest were identified based on hypothesized relationships (see Table 1 for a complete list). 
Membership retention.  Membership retention was operationalized as the number of 
members that left in a given year; better retention was indicated by fewer members leaving. 
Leadership.  Leadership commitment was operationalized as the percentage of time spent 
by the center director on center administration. 
Institutional support.  Institutional support was operationalized by responses to items 
about the number of center administrative staff, facility support, personnel contributions, and 
percent of indirect costs applied to membership fees.  
17 
 
Table 1.  Structural variables (all variables accord with a specific reporting year) 
Variable Description 
Facilities support Dollar amount of contributions received for 
facilities 
Personnel support Dollar amount of contributions received for 
personnel  
Indirect fees Percent of indirect fees charged to membership 
fees 
Center sites Number of center research sites 
Administration director Percent of director time spent on center 
administration 
Administrative staff Number of administrative staff 
Current members Number of current members 
Members left Number of members that left  
Membership fee Dollar amount of annual membership fee 
Total funding Dollar amount of total funding 
NSF I/UCRC funding Dollar amount of NSF I/UCRC funding 
NSF other funding Dollar amount of other NSF funding 
Membership fees funding Dollar amount of funding from industrial 
membership fees 
Additional industry funding Dollar amount of additional industry funding  
State funding Dollar amount of state funding 
University funding Dollar amount of university funding 
Other federal funding Dollar amount of other federal funding  
Non-federal funding Dollar amount of non-federal funding  
Other cash funding Dollar amount of other cash funding  
Capital and in-kind funding Dollar amount of capital and in-kind 
contributions 
Center age Center age in years 
Membership fees funding residual Difference between total funding from 
membership fees reported and the computed 
total membership fee taken from reported 
number of members and reported total 
funding from membership fees 
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CHAPTER 3:  RESULTS 
Intent to Renew Analysis 
Missing values were recoded and composite scores were created for scale variables for 
research satisfaction and member benefits.  The component items for each latent variable 
exhibited moderately-high reliability (Cronbach alpha values of 0.835, 95% CI [0.82, 0.849] (k = 
4, n = 1349), and 0.746, 95% CI [0.719, 0.77] (k = 3, n = 1122), respectively). 
A linear regression was used to evaluate how well the intent of an industrial member 
organization to renew membership can be predicted.  The time series nature of the data, as well 
as inclusion of multiple responses for each center, creates a multilevel component, therefore the 
conceptual regression model is mixed, with random effects for year and centers.  It was decided 
to average responses for each center within each year for two reasons.  First, there are variable 
numbers of respondents for each center, and it is unknown if multiple respondents represent the 
same industrial member organization.  Second, some of the variables of interest are ordinal, 
including the dependent variable, and interpreting an ordinal generalized linear mixed effects 
model can be challenging.  Although aggregating responses within center loses some 
information, it is a pragmatic compromise.  Boxplots of the random effects compared to the 
dependent variable indicate moderate variation across years and high variation across centers. 
Frequency plots of the empirical distributions of the aggregated fixed effect predictors of 
interest appeared balanced and nearly normally distributed.  Trend plots of the fixed effects 
grouped by center indicated variation across centers, but no obvious time series trends. 
Using statistical software R (R Core Team, 2015) and procedure lme4 (Bates, Maechler, 
Bolker, & Walker, 2015), an unconditional model predicting intent to renew based on random 
effects of year and center was estimated.  
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Unconditional model:  
intent to renew ~ (1|year) + (1|center_id) 
 
(Marginal R-squared=0, Conditional R-squared=0.32, AIC=196.49) 
 
 
Because the random effect of year contributes practically no variance to the outcome, 
only the random of effect of center was included in subsequent models (see Table 2). 
An exhaustive selection process was conducted comparing linear mixed effect models 
predicting intent to renew with random effect of center.  All 31 possible models (all possible 
combinations of potential predictors) were ranked by Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) in 
ascending order, with lower values of AIC implying better model fit.  Among the top ten models, 
the following selected model had the lowest AIC and the fewest predictors (see Tables 3 and 4): 
 
Selected model of best fit:  
intent to renew ~ member benefits + (1|center_id) 
 
(Marginal R-squared=0.06, Conditional R-squared=0.37, AIC=180.27) 
 
 
Intent to renew membership is best predicted by perceived member benefits.  The 
hypothesized model was not the best fit, however.  The model with best fit did include one of the 
predictors selected for the hypothesized model: perceived membership benefits. 
 
Hypothesized model:  
intent to renew ~ satisfaction with administrative operations  
+ satisfaction with research  
+ member benefits  
+ percent of projects interested in 
+ organization type  
+ (1|center_id) 
 
(Marginal R-squared=0.13, Conditional R-squared=0.39, AIC=192.44) 
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Retention Analysis 
Initial data cleaning indicated discrepancies with some of the variables.  Administrative 
budget responses exhibited a lot of counter-intuitive variation, indicating poor reporting and 
measurement.  Administrative budget was removed from further analyses.  Computing the 
funding received from membership fees (by multiplying number of current members and 
membership fee amount) and comparison to the reported total of membership fee funding also 
indicated poor reporting.  Although some discrepancy may be accounted for due to multiple tiers 
of membership (not-reported), the residual membership fee funding difference varied by 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in some cases.  This sort of discrepancy may indicate something 
about the efficacy of the membership fee model for individual centers and was included as a 
possible predictor variable. 
Observations for some centers were removed due to being non-representative of the 
population of interest.  Phase III centers were removed due to extreme outliers.  All of the Phase 
III centers included in the data were established prior to 1996 and had breaks in I/UCRC 
Program funding between their Phase II and Phase III grants.  In addition, Advanced Forestry 
was removed because they had 68 new members in their first year, possibly indicating they were 
already an operating center prior to their involvement with the I/UCRC Program.  Advanced 
Vehicle Electronics was also removed because they misreported membership fee/funding from 
membership to such a large degree that it called into question the accuracy of the rest of their 
responses. 
A linear regression was used to evaluate how well the number of members who left in a 
given year can be predicted.  The time series nature of the data creates a multilevel component; 
therefore, the conceptual regression model is mixed, with random effects for year and centers.  
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Boxplots of the random effects compared to the dependent variable indicate moderate variation 
across years and high variation across centers. 
Frequency plots of the empirical distributions of the fixed effect predictors of interest 
revealed that many variables follow a nearly bimodal distribution with a large number of zeros.  
It was decided to transform such variables into categorical indicators, e.g., indicating whether a 
center was charged indirect fees, rather than the reported percentage.  Trend plots of the fixed 
effects grouped by center indicated across center variation but no obvious time series trends. 
Using R (R Core Team, 2015) and lme4 (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015), an 
unconditional model predicting intent to renew on random effects of year and center was 
estimated (see Table 5).  Random effects for both year and center contribute significant variance 
to the outcome. 
 
Unconditional model:  
members lost ~ (1|year) + (1|center_id) 
 
(Marginal R-squared=0, Conditional R-squared=0.27, AIC=1219.29) 
 
An exhaustive selection process was conducted comparing linear mixed effect models 
predicting the number of members left with random effects of year and center.  All 255 possible 
models (all possible combinations of potential predictors) were ranked by AIC in ascending 
order, with lower values of AIC implying better model fit.  Among the top ten models, the 
following selected model had the fifth lowest AIC and the fewest predictors (see Tables 6 and 7): 
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Selected model of best fit:  
members lost ~ charged indirect fees 
+ number of research sites 
+ receives additional industrial funding 
+ center age  
+ (1|year) + (1|center_id) 
 
(Marginal R-squared=0.29, Conditional R-squared=0.31, AIC=1166.41) 
 
 
Because the t-value for percent indirect fees in the selected model is smaller than for the 
other predictors in the model, a reduced model without percent indirect fees was estimated for 
comparison. 
 
Reduced model:  
members lost ~ number of research sites 
+ receives additional industrial funding 
+ center age  
+ (1|year) + (1|center_id) 
 
(Marginal R-squared=0.28, Conditional R-squared=0.30, AIC=1171.21) 
 
 
The reduced model has lower marginal and conditional R-squared, as well as higher AIC 
than the selected model; therefore the reduced model is not favored over the selected model 
although all predictors in the reduced model are statistically significant (p<.05). 
Based on the selected model of best fit, the number of members that will leave a center is 
predicted by the number of sites in the center, the age of the center, whether the center receives 
additional industrial member funding, and whether the center is charged indirect fees.  The fixed 
effect variables exhibit moderate correlation, which means the influence of the individual 
predictors cannot be determined uniquely. 
The hypothesized model was not the best fit, however, the model with best fit did include 
one of the predictors selected for the hypothesized model, indirect fees. 
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Hypothesized model:  
members lost ~ director time 
+ university funding 
+ number of administrative staff 
+ support facilities 
+ support personnel 
+ charged indirect fees  
+ (1|year) + (1|center_id) 
 
(Marginal R-squared=0.07, Conditional R-squared=0.26, AIC=1209.80) 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.  Intent to renew analysis: Unconditional model – Random effects  
(n=178, groups: center=61, year=5) 
 Variance Standard Deviation 
Center  0.056730 0.23818 
Year 0.001218 0.03491 
Residual 0.125067  0.35365 
 
 
Table 3.  Intent to renew analysis: Selected model – Random effects 
(n=174, groups: center=61) 
 Variance Standard Deviation 
Center 0.05469 0.2339 
Residual 0.11214 0.3349 
 
 
Table 4.  Intent to renew analysis: Selected model – Fixed effects 
(n=174, groups: center=61) 
 Estimate Standard Error t-Value 
Intercept 3.59600 0.15753 22.828 
Member benefits 0.05841 0.01795 3.253 
 
 
Table 5.  Membership retention analysis: Unconditional model – Random effects 
(n=231, groups: center=69, year=6) 
 Variance Standard Deviation 
Center 2.8077 1.6756 
Year 0.4417 0.6646 
Residual 8.8547 2.9757 
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Table 6.  Membership retention analysis: Selected model – Random effects 
(n=230, groups: center=69, year=6) 
 Variance Standard Deviation 
Center 0.01734 0.1317 
Year 0.23665 0.4865 
Residual 8.45607 2.9079 
 
 
Table 7.  Membership retention analysis: Selected model – Fixed effects  
(n=230, groups: center=69, year=6) 
 Estimate Standard Error t-Value 
Intercept -0.43343 0.53940 -0.804 
Indirect fees -0.61964 0.39608 -1.564 
Center sites 0.75341 0.12702 5.931 
Additional industry 
funding 
0.99460 0.40346 2.465 
Center age 0.31073 0.06115 5.081 
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CHAPTER IV:  DISCUSSION 
In order to identify how NSF I/UCRCs retain their industrial members, a number of 
potentially related variables were investigated, including industrial member project involvement, 
satisfaction with research, perceived benefits of membership, satisfaction with administrative 
operations, and size of organization.  Additionally, the relationship between membership 
retention and leadership and institutional support was evaluated.  Specifically, it was 
hypothesized that intent to renew would be positively related with previously mentioned 
variables of interest, and that membership retention would be positively related with center 
leadership and institutional support. 
Data from industrial member participants, gathered from the I/UCRC Evaluation Project, 
were used to determine the relationships among these variables.  There was no indication of a 
relationship between intent to renew and project involvement, satisfaction with research, 
satisfaction with administrative operations, or size of organization.  However, intent to renew 
and perceived benefits of membership were related.  Additionally, no evidence was found of a 
relationship between membership retention and leadership or institution support, specifically 
center administrative staff, facility support, and personnel contributions.  Therefore the 
hypothesized predictions were not supported.  However, a model was identified to predict 
membership retention based on whether indirect fees were charged, number of center research 
sites, additional industry funding received, and center age. 
Implications 
When it comes to membership retention, these results imply that I/UCRCs should focus 
their attention on member benefits because that was the only variable found to be a predictor of 
intent to renew membership.  The I/UCRC Evaluation Project categorizes member benefits into 
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research and development, commercialization, and professional networking.  Because the 
responses to questions related to member benefits are highly correlated, a particular area of 
focus, or individual item of greatest importance, cannot be identified.  In contrast, Gray et al. 
(2001) concluded that professional networking was a predictor of membership retention although 
he didn’t find technical benefits (R&D and commercialization) to be predictors of membership 
retention.  The recommendation for I/UCRCs, particularly those with limited resources, would 
be to focus on professional networking, specifically, student involvement in the center and 
interaction with industrial members, as well as interactions among industrial members and 
researchers.  I/UCRCs could evaluate the ways that students are involved in centers, for example 
the number and quality of students involved.  I/UCRCs could also evaluate the level of 
interactions industrial members have with students, researchers, and other industrial members, 
through projects and IAB Meetings.  Evaluating the level of interaction among all center 
stakeholders could be particularly useful to multi-site centers where interactions can be limited to 
students, researchers, and industrial members within a single research site. 
While the membership retention model doesn’t identify a specific variable that predicts 
membership retention due to limitations of the multilevel modeling approach, we do know that 
I/UCRCs can determine the number of members that will leave the center by looking at whether 
they charge indirect fees, how many research sites they have, whether they receive additional 
funding from industrial members, and the center age.  Grouped together, these variables are a 
useful starting point for I/UCRCs interested in predicting the number of members that will leave 
the center.  Further investigation is needed to determine individual variable contribution to 
membership retention. 
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Member benefits.  Gray et al. (2001) found that member benefits were a predictor of 
membership retention; the present study found similar support for intent to renew membership.  
However, Gray et al. operationalized member benefits as the combination of an item assessing 
perceived technical benefits and an item assessing perceived professional networking, but found 
only professional networking to predict membership retention.  As previously mentioned, the 
member benefit questions were highly correlated on the version of the survey used for the 
present study, so the relative influence of specific items could not be analyzed. 
Project involvement.  Previous research indicated that project involvement was a 
predictor of perceived member benefits (Roessner et al., 1998) and the success of industry-
university relationships (Santoro et al., 1999).  However, the present study did not find similar 
support for intent to renew membership.  The different results may be due to variation in the size 
of centers between the current study and the previous studies, e.g., the number of research sites, 
faculty, and students.  More research sites, faculty, and students should correlate with more 
projects.  With more projects, industrial members of large centers should report a lower 
percentage of project involvement, as reported by the SIR.  Smaller centers with fewer projects 
would most likely report a higher percentage of project involvement.  Additionally, the dataset 
used in the present study included many newly-created centers, as well as newly-joined industrial 
members, which may have resulted in lower project involvement reported due to limited 
involvement opportunities.  Future studies could benefit from integrating the POS survey and 
SIR datasets to connect the total number of projects for a center to the involvement related to the 
number of projects. 
While Roessner et al. (1998) found that project involvement predicted perceived member 
benefits and the present study did not, it is possible that member benefits is a mediating factor 
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between project involvement and intent to renew.  Therefore, if member benefits is a mediating 
variable, then project involvement would not necessarily be observed to be a predictor because it 
influences intent to renew membership through member benefits.  For this reason, I/UCRCs 
might consider increasing project involvement for membership retention. 
Satisfaction with research program.  Previous research indicated that industrial member 
satisfaction with center research was a predictor of both perceived member benefits (Roessner et 
al., 1998; Feller et al., 2002) and membership retention (Gray et al., 2001).  The present study 
did not find similar support for the relation between satisfaction with research and intent to 
renew membership.  It is possible that member benefits are a mediating factor between 
satisfaction with research and intent to renew, as previously mentioned.  Therefore, satisfaction 
with research would not necessarily be observed to be a predictor of intent to renew because it 
influences intent to renew membership through member benefits. 
The conclusions of the present study may differ from those of Gray et al. (2001) because 
different versions of the POS questionnaire were used with reworded questions. It would not be 
unexpected to have inconsistencies between results given different surveys.  Gray et al. analyzed 
quality of research and relevance of research as separate predictors and concluded that quality of 
research did not predict membership retention, but relevance of research did.  However, it is 
unclear how Gray et al. operationalized quality of research or relevance of research and there is 
inconsistency in their reported results because the version of the questionnaire they used 
included only two questions related to each predictor but their analysis indicates four items for 
each predictor were used.  Additionally, reported satisfaction with research could have been in 
response to an individual research site rather than the center as a whole, given that the majority 
of center interactions happen at the research site level.  Future data collection could modify the 
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research satisfaction item to include two separate questions about satisfaction at the center level 
and at the research site level.  Furthermore, Gray et al. used a single year of data in their analysis.  
It is not unexpected to have different conclusions between a single year of data and multiple 
years of data, as is the case with the present study. 
Satisfaction with administrative operations.  Previous research (Gray et al., 2001) 
indicated that administrative operations were a predictor of membership retention; the present 
study did not find similar support.  As previously mentioned, an updated version of the survey 
was used, which could have caused results to differ.  Gray’s study used an eight-item scale, 
whereas the present study used a single question.  Additionally, participant responses could have 
been based on satisfaction with the research site that their industrial organization joined through 
rather than the research center as a whole, because industrial members usually interact with their 
research site rather than with center administration.  The questionnaire could be modified for 
future data collection to include separate questions about administrative satisfaction with the 
center as a whole and with their research site.  As previously mentioned, Gray et al. used a single 
year of data in their analysis.  It is not unexpected to have different conclusions between a single 
year of data and multiple years of data, as is the case with the present study. 
Organization size.  Previous research (Santoro et al., 2001) indicated that organization 
size was a predictor of participation in industry-university relationships; the present study did not 
find similar support for intent to renew membership.  This discrepancy in findings could be 
because there are potential mediating factor(s) between organization size and intent to renew 
membership.  Santoro classified organizations based on level of interaction, outcomes, strategic 
objectives, and organization size.  Given the results of the present study, it is likely that 
outcomes (i.e., member benefits) are a mediating factor. 
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Leadership.  Previous research (Craig et al., 2009; Gray et al., 2011) indicated that center 
leadership commitment was a predictor of I/UCRC success; the present study did not find similar 
support for membership retention.  This difference in results could be attributed in part to the fact 
that the way leadership was operationalized in the present study is only somewhat related to the 
type of leadership that directly affected most industrial members.  From the perspective of 
industrial members, center directors have indirect leadership roles, whereas the research site 
directors, and even more so the researchers, have direct leadership roles.  In the future, the 
survey could be modified to include leadership questions for the center director, site directors, 
and researchers. 
Institutional support.  Previous research (Gray et al., 2011) indicated that institutional 
support was a predictor of I/UCRC success; the present study did not find similar support for 
membership retention.  The difference in conclusion could be because Gray used qualitative case 
studies, which will likely have different results than quantitative survey data. 
Application.  Member-based organizations (MBOs) can apply the results of the present 
study by focusing on the benefits they offer to members.  Members that feel like they benefit 
from their membership will be more likely to renew their membership.   Unfortunately, given 
methodological limitations of the present study, it’s not clear what specific benefits are related to 
membership retention, but the recommendation would be for organizations to look at current 
benefits and try to determine whether these were the advertised benefits of the membership.  For 
example, are members receiving the benefits they anticipated/expected?  This could be 
determined by looking at the current advertised benefits and comparing them to the actual 
benefits offered.  The question to be addressed is “Do they align?”  Additionally, organizations 
that are looking to increase membership should consider how they advertise member benefits. 
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Looking at previous research, it could be implied that the focus should be on intangible 
benefits versus tangible benefits.   Gray et al. (2001) did not find commercial benefits to be 
important, and Feller et al. (2002) found that few companies joined to develop or license new 
products.  The focus could be on knowledge exchange.  Additionally, Feller found that research 
relevance was the most important factor influencing level of benefits.  Thus, MBOs could pay 
attention to the relevance of the organization’s mission, objectives, and goals related to the 
members’ objectives and goals.  Additionally, Feller found that responsiveness to company 
needs and level of communication/contact with firm participants were highly ranked by half of 
respondents as an important factor of benefits, which could mean that MBOs should look to 
increase communication with their members. 
Limitations 
Questionnaire modification.  Future studies would benefit from modifying the 
questionnaires to include additional items to distinguish between opinions about the center as a 
whole, research sites, and researchers. 
Survey identifiers.  Interpreting and analyzing data collected by another group for reasons 
not including the motivation of a particular study is always a challenge.  The present study 
originally intended to identify the relationship between intent to renew membership from the 
POS data and membership retention from the SIR data, e.g., how intent to renew predicts actual 
retention.  However, there is no center identifier in the POS data nor was that information 
provided. 
Additionally, there are no industrial member organization identifiers or respondent 
identifiers on the POS data.  This could mean there were a variable number of respondents per 
member organization for a given center.  It also means that we could not identify if the 
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respondents were the same, for both organizations and individuals, between years.  These 
limitations could imply that there is another level of nesting that may need to be accommodated 
in the analysis.  Future studies would benefit from survey codes to identify individual 
respondents, industrial member organizations, research sites, and centers. 
Reporting standards.  Another limitation of both the POS and SIR data is the lack of a 
standard for reporting, meaning there were no explanations with the questions and no procedures 
for reporting were provided to respondents.  For example, we do not know who responded to the 
POS survey.  Was the respondent directly involved in the center (IAB member) or indirectly 
(upper-level manager of member organization)?  There were similar limitations with the SIR 
data.  Who within the center collects, compiles, and submits the Center Director Survey data that 
was reported in the SIR data?  Where does the information come from and who reviews the data 
prior to being submitted?  Because there were no standards for reporting, the administrative 
budget measurement, which could have provided useful information, was not included.  The 
observations of administrative budget data values were highly skewed and logically should have 
correlated with administrative staff, but did not do so.  Similar future studies should develop 
reporting standards for both the POS and Center Director Survey reported on the SIR. 
Additional future directions.  The Center Director Survey collects information on 
industrial member organization type (e.g., large or small industry, government, or non-profit); 
however, this information is not reported on the SIR so it was not included in the present study, 
which may have created a source of bias for the POS analysis.  Including organization type in the 
SIR would provide a measure of the proportion of organizations by type.  Doing so would allow 
grouping the POS data by organization type and thus weight the respondents against the actual 
proportion of organization type. 
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An additional influence on membership retention not evaluated by the present study may 
be center research area.  The I/UCRC website categorizes centers into nine broad research areas 
– advanced electronics and photonics; advanced manufacturing; advanced materials; 
biotechnology; civil infrastructure systems; energy and environment; health and safety; 
information, communication, and computing; and system design and simulation.  Prescriptive 
guidance is difficult when there is such variety in centers.  However, this characteristic variation 
is not well represented by the dataset.  Research area could serve as a grouping factor that 
provides an additional descriptor.  Membership retention may differ between research areas 
because of different technology cycles, e.g., longer implementation by industry equals a longer 
technology cycle.  The NSF I/UCRC Program might have to give special consideration to centers 
given the research area.  Centers operating in research areas with longer technology cycles may 
need longer-term funding or may need to be structured differently than those with shorter 
technology cycles. 
Conclusion 
Although evidence in support of the hypothesized predictor effects was not found, the 
present study contributes to current literature by identifying predictors that could be useful to 
I/UCRC membership retention efforts.  Specifically, member benefits are a predictor of intent to 
renew membership.  Therefore, I/UCRCs should be aware of members’ expected and perceived 
benefits to assist in membership retention efforts.  Percent of indirect fees applied to membership 
fees, number of research sites, additional industry funding, and center age were also identified as 
potential predictors of membership retention.  The membership retention analysis reported here 
could be used as a set of preliminary findings to inform future research on center structural 
characteristics that predict membership retention.  Additionally, several modifications to the 
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I/UCRC Evaluation Project surveys were identified for future data collection and research.  In 
conclusion, membership retention is related to member perceptions of the center, as well as to 
center structural characteristics.
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APPENDIX A: VARIABLE NAMING KEY 
Intent to Renew Analysis Variables 
Variable Short name 
Project percent interest project_perc_interest 
Satisfaction with research quality satis_res_quality 
Satisfaction with research breadth satis_res_breadth 
Satisfaction with research focus satis_res_focus 
Satisfaction with research relevance satis_res_relevance 
Number of projects supported num_proj_supported 
Approximate value of projects supported approx_val_proj_supported 
Number of students hired num_students_hired 
R&D benefits benefit_res_dev 
Commercial benefits benefit_commercial 
Networking benefits benefit_networking 
Satisfaction with administrative operations satis_admin_op 
See administrative operations features continued see_admin_op_feature_continued 
Will renew will_renew 
Organization type org_type 
39 
 
Retention Analysis Variables 
Variable Short name 
Facilities support support_facilities 
Personnel support support_personnel 
Indirect fees perc_indirect_fees 
Center sites center_sites 
Administration director admin_director 
Administrative staff admin_staff 
Current members memb_current 
Members left memb_left 
Membership fee memb_fee 
Total funding fund_total 
NSF I/UCRC funding fund_nsf_iucrc 
NSF other funding fund_nsf_other 
Membership fees funding fund_ind_memb_fees 
Additional industry funding fund_ind_addl  
State funding fund_state 
University funding fund_university 
Other federal funding fund_fed_other 
Non-federal funding fund_nonfed  
Other cash funding fund_cash_other 
Capital and in-kind funding fund_capital_inkind 
Center age center_age_yrs 
Membership fees funding residual fund_ind_memb_fees_res 
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APPENDIX B: INTENT TO RENEW EMPIRICAL DISTRIBUTION 
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APPENDIX C: INTENT TO RENEW TRENDS 
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APPENDIX D: INTENT TO RENEW SCATTERPLOTS 
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APPENDIX E: INTENT TO RENEW BOXPLOTS 
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APPENDIX F: INTENT TO RENEW RESIDUALS 
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APPENDIX G: RETENTION EMPIRICAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
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APPENDIX H: RETENTION TRENDS 
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APPENDIX I: RETENTION SCATTERPLOTS 
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APPENDIX L: INDUSTRY PROCESS/OUTCOMES SURVEY 
 
For Evaluator Use Only 
ID#       
 
                                                                              I U C R C  I n d u s t r y  S u r v e y   R e v i s e d (9/07)                                                      
1 
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
INDSUTRY-UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE RESEARCH CENTERS EVALUATION 
 
Industry Questionnaire 
 
CENTER: 
 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Please answer all questions.  For multiple choice questions, please CIRCLE the 
number that corresponds to your response.  For the remaining questions, please FILL IN the 
blanks as indicated.  Please attach additional sheets as necessary. 
 
PLEASE RETURN BY: 
 
Return to: 
 
 
 
 
 
I. Research Program 
 
1) What percentage of center research projects do you take an active interest in? 
0-19% (1) 20-39% (2) 40-59% (3) 60-79% (4) 80-100% (5) [7] 
 
 
2) Among current and recent center projects, which two have had the greatest relevance for your 
organization/division? (list by project name or investigator)   [comment = 1; no comment = 0] 
a) [8] 
b) [9] 
 
 
3) During the past year, how satisfied were you with the following features of the center’s research 
program? 
 Not 
Satisfied
Slightly 
Satisfied 
Somewhat 
Satisfied 
Quite 
Satisfied 
Very 
Satisfied 
 
a) Capabilities of the researchers & 
quality of the research program 1 2 3 4 5 
[10] 
b) Breadth of the research topics covered 1 2 3 4 5 [11] 
c) Focus of the research 1 2 3 4 5 [12] 
d) Relevance of research to my 
organization’s needs 1 2 3 4 5 
[13] 
 
next page Æ 
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4) How can the center improve its research program?  What features of the research program 
would your organization definitely want to see continued? 
Comments on items 3a-d rated “1” or “2” are particularly valuable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[comment = 1; no comment = 0]
[14] 
 
 
II. Benefits 
 
5) During the past year, approximately how many center-stimulated research projects were 
supported by your organization (include internal projects and projects contracted to outside 
performers)?  Please estimate the dollar value of all center-stimulated research projects.  Exclude 
center membership fee. 
 
a)  # of center-stimulated projects supported: ____ ____  [15-16] 
   
b) Total approximate value of all projects combined (check one)   
____$10K(01) ____$250K(07) ____$800K(13) ____$3.0 Million(19) [17-18] 
____$25K(02) ____$300K(08) ____$900K(14) ____$4.0 Million(20)  
____$50K(03) ____$400K(09) ____$1.0 Million(15)     ____$5.0 Million(21)  
____$100K(04) ____$500K(10) ____$1.5 Million(16) _________Other (specify) (22)  
____$150K(05) ____$600K(11) ____$2.0 Million(17)   
____$200K(06) ____$700K(12) ____$2.5 Million(18)   
 
 
6) During the past year, how many students trained in the center research 
projects were hired by your organization? Students hired: __ __ 
[19-20] 
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7) During the past year, to what extent has participation in the center contributed to the following 
benefits for your organization? 
 No 
Impact
Slight 
Impact
Moderate 
Impact 
High 
Impact 
Very 
High 
Impact
N/A 
 
a) Research & Development:  
Enhanced via increased technical 
awareness, accelerated or new projects 
or development of intellectual property 
in my organization. 
1 2 3 4 5 9 
[21] 
b) Commercialization:  Enhanced via 
improved or new products, processes, 
services, improved sales, or new or 
retained jobs. 
1 2 3 4 5 9 
[22] 
c) Professional Networking:  
Enhanced via improved ability to 
recruit students, increased cooperation 
with other industrial members and 
scientists outside my organization. 
1 2 3 4 5 9 
[23] 
 
 
8) If your organization has benefited technically from its participation in the center, please describe 
how (e.g. brief description of research advance or product/process improved, etc.) and, where 
possible, try to quantify benefit (e.g. dollars saved, months saved, waste/scrap reduced, etc.).   
Note: this information is helpful for member recruitment and continuing government sponsorship. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[comment = 1; no comment = 0]
[24] 
 
 
III. Center Administration and Operations 
 
9) During the past year, how satisfied were you with center administrative operations? 
Not Satisfied Slightly Satisfied Somewhat Satisfied Quite Satisfied Very Satisfied 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
[25] 
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10) How can the center improve its administration and operations program? 
Please Circle and comment on any issues that can be improved. 
(a) communication 
(b) planning & development  
        of research program 
(c) management of projects 
(d) project selection 
(e) proposals & publications 
(f) technology transfer 
(g) intellectual property 
(h) fundraising 
(i) Other 
What features of the center administration would your organization definitely want to see 
continued?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
[comment = 1; no comment = 0]
[26] 
 
IV. General Evaluation 
 
11) Will your organization renew its membership? 
Definitely Not Probably Not Uncertain Probably Yes Definitely Yes  
1 2 3 4 5 
[27] 
 
 
12) What can the center do to make your renewal more likely? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[comment = 1; no comment = 0]
[28] 
 
 
13) Organization Type/Size: 
For Profit-Large (>500 Employees) 
(1) 
For Profit-Small (<500 Employees) 
(2) 
Non-Profit / Government 
(3) 
[29] 
 
 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION! 
                                                                              I U C R C  I n d u s t r y  S u r v e y   R e v i s e d (9/07)  
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APPENDIX M: CENTER DIRECTOR SURVEY 
 
 
                 INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THIS WORKBOOK 
 
This survey is part of the NSF/IUCRC program evaluation effort. Data you submit here is combined with data from other 
Centers in the I/UCRC program and reported in the annual Structural Information Report. Please visit the NCSU Program 
Evaluation website to view past reports (http://www.ncsu.edu/iucrc/NatReports.htm).  
 
The 7 worksheets in this file ask for structural information regarding your Center. Each worksheet contains instructions and 
footnotes for clarity. Instructions for each sheet appear at the top of the sheet or to the left of specific data tables.  These 
worksheets can be accessed by clicking on the Tabs at the bottom of this Excel screen.  The following worksheets are 
included in this file.  
 
You'll find the following worksheets in this workbook:   
Director: asks for general information about the center director 
Univ: asks for the names of partner universities and the respective co-directors 
Members: asks for a listing of contributing members, the organization classification, and the membership level 
Income: asks for dollar amounts associated with different income and other support sources 
Outcomes: asks for statistics on center outcomes  
Personnel1: asks for profile information regarding Center personnel, required by NSF 
Personnel2: asks for additional profile information, also required by NSF 
 
If your Center participated in this evaluation last year, the first 3 worksheets will contain last year's information. Simply 
update these worksheets to reflect the current state of your Center, then complete the remaining 4 worksheets. For New 
Centers, please complete all worksheets.  
 
Attention Multi-Site Centers: A separate Microsoft Word document (Partner Site Information Sheet.doc) has been developed 
to help you collect information from your partner sites. The Word document is an optional tool that may help you aggregate 
information across the different sites. The document asks each site for site-specific Members, Income, Outcomes, and 
Personnel 1 & 2 information. You can either fill in information you have aggregated across sites under 'Primary Site' in the 
Excel sheets, or if you decide to use the Word document, follow these steps: 
  1- Send the document to each of your partner sites, have them complete and return it to you 
  2- Enter each site's information into this Excel file. The Income, Outcomes, Personnel1 and Personnel2 worksheets include 
space to separately enter each partner site's information. Information is aggregated automatically in each worksheet to 
produce total Center statistics.  
 
If you have difficulty completing this form, please contact the I/UCRC Evaluation Team at NC State University at:  
email: iucrc@ncsu.edu 
phone: 919-515-3237 
 
Thank you, 
 
IUCRC Evaluation Team 
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Note: PLEASE CLICK THE CELL TO OPEN THE DROPDOWN BOX
Member Name Organization Type Fee Category Member Status Site
Example Company A Large Industry (> 500 employees) Primary Existing University A
TYPE Counts
Small Industry (< 500 employees) 0
Large Industry (> 500 employees) 0
Government (U.S.) 0
Government (State/Local) 0
Government (non-U.S.) 0
Non-profit 0
Other Organization 0
TOTAL 0
FEE CATEGORY Counts
Primary 0
Secondary 0
Tertiary 0
In-kind 0
TOTAL 0
MEMBER STATUS Counts
Existing 0
New 0
Terminated 0
TOTAL 0
Counts
EXISTING & NEW MEMBERS: 0
PART 3: MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
MEMBER SUMMARY
In the area highlighted in green below, please provide information about the different organizations and institutions that are continuing or new 
members or who have left your Center during the past complete reporting year. See below for detailed instructions.
                                                                                       INSTRUCTIONS
Already within the green highlighted area are members reported on last year's Structural Information Survey and Report. 
Please update the current list by:
a) Changing the 'Member Status' (right column) to Terminated for any members no longer with your Center,
b) Entering new members at the bottom of the list. Assign these with 'New' Member Status, and
c) Indicating the organization type and fee category paid by each member 
d) If the member belongs to a specific site, please select it from the drop down menu.
CENTER STRUCTURAL INFORMATION
FY2012-2013
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 c
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 o
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 c
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 m
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 m
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 re
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l C
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 b
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l f
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 p
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 C
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 c
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 b
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r m
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 c
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EN
TE
R
 P
ER
SO
N
N
EL
(S
cr
ol
l D
ow
n 
fo
r m
or
e 
C
at
eg
or
ie
s)
In
 th
e 
gr
ee
n 
hi
gh
lig
ht
ed
 a
re
as
 b
el
ow
, p
le
as
e 
en
te
r 
C
en
te
r p
er
so
nn
el
 in
fo
rm
at
io
n.
  I
nc
lu
de
 in
di
vi
du
al
s 
w
ho
 a
re
 c
on
si
de
re
d 
IU
C
R
C
 p
er
so
nn
el
 b
y 
vi
rt
ue
 o
f 
th
ei
r b
ei
ng
 s
up
po
rt
ed
 b
y 
an
y 
of
 th
e 
fu
nd
in
g 
so
ur
ce
s 
re
po
rt
ed
 o
n 
th
e 
Pa
rt
 4
: I
nc
om
e 
In
fo
rm
at
io
n 
Sh
ee
t o
r 
us
in
g 
C
en
te
r f
ac
ili
tie
s.
  S
cr
ol
l d
ow
n 
fo
r a
dd
iti
on
al
 
ca
te
go
rie
s.
  S
cr
ol
l r
ig
ht
 fo
r p
ar
tn
er
 s
ite
 d
at
a 
en
tr
y.
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O
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f y
ou
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 is
 a
 m
ul
ti-
si
te
 c
en
te
r, 
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u 
ca
n 
ei
th
er
 e
nt
er
 to
ta
l 
C
en
te
r i
nf
or
m
at
io
n 
un
de
r t
he
 'P
rim
ar
y 
S
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', 
or
 u
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 th
e 
in
fo
rm
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io
n 
co
lle
ct
ed
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 th
e 
'P
ar
tn
er
 S
ite
 In
fo
rm
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n 
S
he
et
' t
o 
en
te
r i
nf
or
m
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io
n 
se
pe
ra
te
ly
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si
te
 (S
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R
O
LL
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IG
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N
um
be
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ed
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ly
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 th
e 
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ns
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en
ea
th
 
th
e 
bl
ue
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ar
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N
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N
O
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IT
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E
N
S
H
IP
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ou
nt
 a
ll 
I/U
C
R
C
 p
er
so
nn
el
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In
di
ca
te
 th
e 
nu
m
be
r o
f I
/U
C
R
C
 p
er
so
nn
el
 w
ho
 a
re
 U
.S
. 
ci
tiz
en
s 
or
 le
ga
l p
er
m
an
en
t r
es
id
en
ts
, t
he
 n
um
be
r o
f I
/U
C
R
C
 
pe
rs
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ne
l c
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si
de
re
d 
"fo
re
ig
n"
 (t
ho
se
 w
ho
 h
ol
d 
te
m
po
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ry
 
vi
sa
s)
, a
nd
 th
e 
nu
m
be
r o
f I
/U
C
R
C
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nn
el
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ho
 d
id
 n
ot
 
re
po
rt 
th
ei
r c
iti
ze
ns
hi
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st
at
us
. E
ac
h 
I/U
C
R
C
 p
er
so
nn
el
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di
vi
du
al
 s
ho
ul
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be
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ou
nt
ed
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 o
ne
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ol
um
n 
an
d 
on
ly
 o
ne
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N
O
TE
 O
N
 G
E
N
D
E
R
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ou
nt
 a
ll 
I/U
C
R
C
 p
er
so
nn
el
. I
nd
ic
at
e 
ge
nd
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 b
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t f
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 c
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at
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 ra
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